
 

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs): 

 

1. What is Travel Insurance? 

Travel Insurance is an Insurance cover which provides coverage for any unforeseen medical emergency 

(Inpatient or Outpatient), Emergency medical Evacuation & Repatriation of Mortal Remains, while the 

member is travelling overseas. Some Travel Insurance plans also cover expenses related to Travel 

inconvenience – Trip Cancellation, Baggage Loss, loss of Passport, Baggage delay etc., 

2. How many types of Travel Insurance policies does Orient provide? 

We provide two types of Travel Policies: Travel Outbound and Travel Inbound. 

Travel Outbound is for UAE residents travelling overseas, and Travel Inbound is for travelers visiting 

UAE 

Note: Travel Insurance Policy needs to be purchased before commencement of the Journey. Policy 

cannot be purchased if the journey has already commenced 

3. What is the procedure to buy Travel Insurance online? 

Buying travel insurance online is easy. All you need to do is, follow the instructions on our website, enter 

your personal details and buy using your credit card or debit card. The purchase is done on a secure 

page, and your card information is safe. 

4. Can I buy Orient Outbound policy for traveling overseas if I am not a resident of United Arab 

Emirates? 

No, you can only buy the policy if you are a resident in the United Arab Emirates. 

5. Does Orient offer an Annual multi-trip policy under Outbound Travel? 

Yes, apart from policies for single trips of up to 92 days we also offer annual multi-trip cover. The 

annual multi-trip policy provides cover for any number of trips throughout the policy year, as long as 

no one trip is booked to last longer than 92 days. 

6. Is there an age limit on the Orient Outbound & Inbound policies? 

Yes, our standard travel insurance policies – including extensions, are available to persons aged up to 

70 years on Outbound and 65 Years on Inbound. We can explore covering upto 79 Years on referral 

basis. 

7. Is Orient Outbound Plans Schengen Visa compliant? Which countries are parts of Schengen 



 

 

Area? 

Yes, all our plans are Schengen Visa Compliant. 

Schengen Area - Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, 

Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, 

Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland 

8. When does cover begin and end? 

You are covered as per the dates mentioned in the Certificate of Insurance once the policy is 

purchased. Single trip insurance cover ends on arrival to destination or on the date shown in your 

policy, whichever is earlier. Annual multi-trip policies terminate on the expiry date of the policy. 

However, please note that travel policies needs to be purchased before the commencement of the 

journey. 

9. What is the maximum trip duration under Outbound & Inbound Travel? 

Under Outbound, 

Single trip cover can be purchased for trips up to 92 days. Our annual multi-trip policy covers you 

for a year but no one trip within this period can exceed 92 days duration. 

Under Inbound, 

Single trip cover can be purchased for trips up to 90 days. Our multi-trip policy covers you for 6 

months but no one trip within this period can exceed 14 days duration. 

10. Are Travel Policies cancellable/Refundable? 

No, Travel Insurance Policies are non-cancellable/non-refundable 

11. Are there any exclusions to the policy? 

Yes. Some exclusions and conditions are specific to individual sections and General exclusions and 

Conditions apply to the policy overall. There is also a Health declaration with health exclusions that 

apply for cover to be effective. Please read the policy wording carefully to ensure you have the cover 

you need. 

12. Am I covered for any existing medical conditions? 

No. Pre-existing medical conditions / On-going treatments/ routine treatments / epidemic / Pandemic / 

Pregnancy are excluded under the policy. Please refer to the detailed Policy Wordings for exclusions. 

13. Who is the Beneficiary under the Policy? 



 

 

Beneficiary will be the legal heirs of the insured person. 

14. Whom do I contact in the event of a medical emergency? 

24hr Emergency Medical Assistance: 

In case of Hospitalization, Medical Evacuation, Repatriation, Trip Cancellation / Curtailment or where 

Medical treatment is likely to exceed US$ 250, please contact our 24-hour emergency contact number 

for prior approval.  

Note: All approved claims will be settled on direct billing basis only and no reimbursement permitted 


